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Abstract 
Under natural viewing conditions, a single depthful percept of the world is consciously 
seen. When dissimilar images are presented to corresponding regions of the two eyes, 
binocular rivalry may occur, during which the brain consciously perceives alternating 
percepts through time. How do the same brain mechanisms that generate a single depthful 
percept of the world also cause perceptual bistability, notably binocular rivalry? What 
properties of brain representations correspond to consciously seen percepts? A laminar 
cortical model of how cortical areas V1, V2, and V4 generate depthful percepts is 
developed to explain and quantitatively simulate binocular rivalry data. The model 
proposes how mechanisms of cortical development, perceptual grouping, and figure-
ground perception lead to single and rivalrous percepts. Quantitative model simulations 
include influences of contrast changes that are synchronized with switches in the 
dominant eye percept, gamma distribution of dominant phase durations, piecemeal 
percepts, and coexistence of eye-based and stimulus-based rivalry. The model also 
qualitatively explains data about multiple brain regions involved in rivalry, effects of 
object attention on switching between superimposed transparent surfaces, and monocular 
rivalry. These data explanations are linked to brain mechanisms that assure non-rivalrous 
conscious percepts. To our knowledge, no existing model can explain all of these 
phenomena. 
 
Keywords: Visual cortex, binocular vision, binocular rivalry, perceptual grouping, 
orientational competition, synaptic habituation, surface perception, LAMINART model, 
consciousness 
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Introduction 
Neuroscience has progressed further in understanding how the brain sees than in many 
other areas of biological intelligence. Yet bridging the gap between individual neurons 
and conscious visual percepts remains a major challenge. The study of percepts like 
binocular rivalry and, more generally, bistable perception, has provided an informative 
probe of the dynamics of visual perception, even though such oscillating percepts are not 
the norm during natural vision. How do brain mechanisms that are used for normal three-
dimensional (3D) vision cause the oscillating properties of binocular rivalry? What 
actually rivals during binocular rivalry? This article provides a detailed answer to these 
questions that explains many data about rivalry while linking these explanations to 
mechanisms of non-rivalrous conscious 3D vision. 
Binocular rivalry is caused by presenting dissimilar images to corresponding 
regions of the two eyes. The two images compete for perceptual dominance, and one 
image can dominate conscious awareness for several seconds at a time, after which the 
previously suppressed image can be perceived. Rivalry has been described and analyzed 
for several hundred years (Blake and Logothetis 2002; Fox, 1991) during which 
psychophysical and neurobiological studies have identified a wide range of rivalry 
properties under different experimental conditions. Such data include: influences of 
contrast changes that are synchronized with switches in the dominant eye percept  
(Mueller and Blake, 1989); a gamma distribution of dominant phase durations (Levelt, 
1967); piecemeal percepts whereby a mixture of rivalrous orientations (e.g., vertical and 
horizontal) that dominate at the same time in different locations evolves into an almost 
complete dominance by one of these orientations (Blake, O’Shea, and Mueller, 1992; 
Mueller and Blake, 1989; Ngo et al., 2000); percepts of both “stimulus rivalry” 
(Logothetis et al., 1996) and “eye rivalry” (Lee and Blake, 1999) under different 
experimental conditions of swapping orthogonal monocular gratings between the two 
eyes at different stimulus contrasts and swapping rates; effects of object attention on 
switching between superimposed transparent surfaces (Mitchell, Stoner, and Reynolds, 
2004); correlations between rivalry percepts and neuron properties at higher levels of 
visual cortex (Logothetis and Schall, 1989; Sheinberg and Logothetis, 1997), as well as 
correlations with neuronal activity in human primary visual cortex, which is 55% as large 
as that evoked by alternately presenting the two monocular images without rivalry 
(Polonsky et al., 2000); and monocular rivalry, whereby a grid flashed to one eye breaks 
down into its individual oriented components that compete for visibility in a manner 
similar to what happens during binocular rivalry  (Breese, 1899; Campbell and Howell, 
1972; Sindermann and Lueddeke, 1972). The model proposed herein quantitatively 
simulates or qualitatively explains all these data, among others. 
 Models of binocular rivalry typically describe a circuit with two populations of 
cells that oscillate with respect to one another with temporal properties similar to rivalry 
oscillations (Arrington, 1993; Freeman 2005, Laing and Chow, 2002; Lankheet, 2006; 
Matsuoka, 1984; Mueller, 1990; Mueller and Blake, 1989; Stollenwerk and Bode 2003; 
Wilson 2003, 2005). See Table 1. These models typically are not designed to receive 
visual images and do not have an internal representation of a visual percept. A stronger 
test of a correct explanation of rivalry is to show how a model of normal 3D vision, 
which explains and simulates visual percepts under normal viewing conditions, can also 
undergo binocular rivalry.   
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 Among these models, two notable recent contributions are those of Wilson (2003) 
and Freeman (2005). Wilson (2003) suggested a two level competitive model. Level 1 is 
composed of two monocular cells representing the left and right eyes, which inhibit each 
other by inter-ocular inhibitory connections. The model was used to simulate the Flicker 
and Swap (F&S) “stimulus rivalry” paradigm of Logothetis et al (1996) during which 18 
Hz on-off flicker of orthogonal monocular gratings, coupled with swapping the gratings 
between eyes at 1.5 Hz, does not change slow rivalry alternations. To explain these data, 
Wilson added a binocular level composed of two neurons that mutually inhibit each 
other. The F&S paradigm skips the first competitive level and let both left and right eye 
monocular cells remain active during swapping of the eyes' stimuli. Therefore, the only 
remaining source of rivalry is the binocular stage whose two neurons inhibit each other.  
 The Freeman (2005) multi-level model consists of four cells for each level, 
including two cells for each eye that have orthogonal preferred orientations.  Left and 
right eye cells with the same preferred orientation have positive connection weights to the 
binocular cell at the next level with the same preferred orientation. Monocular cells with 
orthogonal preferred orientations have negative connection weights to the binocular cell 
at the next level. The Freeman (2005) model can simulate the increasing strength of the 
rivalry in higher cortical areas, as well as the gamma distribution and the lack of 
correlation between successive dominance durations.  
 Lee and Blake (1999) showed that the F&S stimulus rivalry effect in Logothetis 
et al. (1996) only occurs when contrast is low and swapping is fast. With a high contrast 
and slow swapping, subjects reported rapid rivalry alternations, or “eye rivalry”. Neither 
Wilson (2003, 2005) nor Freeman (2005) simulated the rapid eye rivalry alternation 
phenomenon of Lee and Blake (1999). Our model can simulate both the stimulus and eye 
rivalry effects under their respective stimulus conditions.   
 More importantly, neither the Freeman or Wilson model includes the process of 
perceptual grouping, which has long been known to play an important role in binocular 
rivalry. An excellent example of this fact is the experiment of Kovács, Papathomas, 
Yang, and Fehér (1996) in which they cut up images of a monkey’s face and of a jungle 
scene into equal numbers of pieces, and exchanged half the pieces to form two composite 
images, with each image consisting of half the pieces corresponding to each of the 
original images. Each eye was presented with one of these composite images. If rivalry 
always occurred between the eyes, the observers should have reported seeing alternations 
between the two composite images. Instead, observers reported seeing alternations 
between the monkey’s face and the jungle scene. This is just the sort of binocular 
reorganization that perceptual grouping can achieve.  
 Perceptual grouping is the process whereby spatially distributed visual features 
become linked into object boundary representations. Illusory contours are familiar 
examples of perceptual grouping, but grouping also binds together contiguous perceptual 
boundary fragments that individually receive bottom-up sensory inputs, as in the case of 
the composite images.  
 The claim that perceptual grouping is a key process in binocular rivalry helps to 
clarify why, despite the fact that binocular rivalry was discovered in 1760 by Dutour, it is 
still a topic of current research. If perceptual grouping is a key process in 3D vision and 
figure-ground perception, then the task of understanding binocular rivalry is closely tied 
to the great challenge of characterizing the functional units of conscious 3D perception. 
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Table 1.  Properties of several biological rivalry models. 
 
Author Levelt 
(1967) Data 
Muller 
and Blake 
(1989) 
Data 
Does both 
eye rivalry 
and stimulus 
rivalry 
Explains 
patchy 
percepts 
 
 
Explains 
rivalry from 
normal 3D 
vision* 
Explains 
rivalry-
based V1 
modulation 
Uses 
visual 
input 
patterns 
Matsuoka 
(1984) 
No No No No No No No 
Mueller 
(1990)  
No Yes No No No No No 
Laing and 
Chow  
(2002)  
Yes No slope 
simulation 
No No No No No 
Stollenwerk 
and Bode 
(2003)    
Yes Only CC 
paradigm 
No Yes No No No 
Wilson 
(2003) 
Claims it 
would work 
if noise 
added 
No Yes  No No  No No 
Freeman 
(2005) 
Partially 
(Very long 
dominance 
durations) 
Only CC 
paradigm 
Yes No No  No No 
Lankheet 
(2006) 
Yes No No No No  No  No 
Grossberg et 
al (Our 
model) 
 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
 
*Explains how binocular rivalry emerges from cortical mechanisms of normal and fused 
3D vision. 
 
Results 
Qualitative Explanation of Rivalry 
As noted above, most existing models of binocular rivalry were not designed to receive 
visual images, do not have internal representations of visual percepts, and do not include 
a mechanism of perceptual grouping. Perceptual grouping is needed, however, to 
generate a coherent percept of any image or scene with a distributed spatial extent. 
Indeed, the FACADE model and its more recent laminar cortical version, the 3D 
LAMINART model, both predict that perceptual grouping, notably boundary completion, 
is a fundamental process in generating the perceptual representations that are consciously 
seen during normal 3D vision. Here we further develop this theory to explain more data 
about binocular rivalry than alternative models.   
The 3D LAMINART model has previously been developed to clarify how the 
laminar circuits of visual cortex achieve normal, unitary 3D vision (e.g., Cao and 
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Grossberg, 2005; Grossberg, 2003; Grossberg and Swaminathan, 2004; Grossberg and 
Yazdanbakhsh, 2005) and how these circuits develop from before birth into their adult 
form (Grossberg and Seitz, 2003). Here we show how model processes that contribute to 
normal 3D visual development and perception can generate neural representations of 
rivalry percepts, and quantitatively simulate key data about binocular rivalry, when three 
model processes interact together. These results build on the qualitative explanation given 
in Grossberg (1987), which was a precursor of the 3D LAMINART model, and first 
modeled the primary role of perceptual grouping in explaining 3D vision percepts. 
The three mechanisms of perceptual grouping that are needed to quantitatively 
simulate key data about binocular rivalry are: (1) the bipole property, (2) orientational 
competition, and (3) synaptic habituation or depression. The fact that models with just 
two oscillating cells cannot simulate perceptual grouping illustrates why they have not 
clarified how visual cortex normally sees. 
Bipole property: Neurophysiological, anatomical, and perceptual data (Bosking et 
al., 1997; Field, Hayes, and Hess, 1993; Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991; Kapadia et al., 1995; 
Kellman and Shipley, 1991; McGuire et al., 1991; von der Heydt, Peterhans, and 
Baumgartner, 1984; Tucker and Katz, 2003) support the prediction (e.g., Grossberg, 
1984; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985) that perceptual grouping is carried out in cortical 
areas V2 (and V1) by long-range excitatory and shorter-range inhibitory interactions 
(Figure 1a) that enable groupings to form inwardly between pairs or greater numbers of 
approximately collinear and like-oriented cells (Figure 1b), but not outwardly from a 
single dot or edge (Figures 1c), the so-called bipole grouping property. Binocular rivalry 
percepts illustrate the contour coherence that is characteristic of bipole-mediated long-
range grouping (e.g., Ngo et al., 2000).  
Orientational competition: Bipole cells that code nearby positions but different 
orientations compete to select a winning grouping at each position (Figure 1d). During 
3D figure-ground separation, orientational competition helps to determine percepts of 
occluding and occluded objects, both opaque and transparent (Grossberg and 
Yazdanbakhsh, 2005). 
 Synaptic habituation (Francis et al., 1994; Grossberg, 1968, 1980), also called 
synaptic depression (Abbott et al., 1997), causes neuronal signals to become weaker 
through time in an activity-dependent manner (Figure 1e). That is, chemical transmitters 
that gate signals in active axons get inactivated, habituated, or depressed through time. 
This mechanism plays an important role in several visual processes, including cortical 
development (Dragoi et al., 2001; Grossberg, 1980; Grunewald and Grossberg, 1998; 
Grossberg and Seitz, 2003), where it facilitates cortical map formation by preventing 
perseverative activation of initially favored cell populations; and reset of adult perceptual 
representations in a form- and speed-sensitive manner as visual inputs change, thereby 
enabling unbiased processing of new visual inputs. This process also helps to explain data 
about visual persistence (Francis et al., 1994), aftereffects (Dragoi et al., 2001; Francis 
and Grossberg, 1996; Sur et al., 2002), adaptation (Abbott et al., 1997; Carpenter and 
Grossberg, 1981), motion perception (Ögmen and Gagné, 1990), visual category learning 
and hypothesis testing (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1990), and mental disorders (Grossberg 
and Seidman, 2006).  
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Figure 1. (a) bipole circuit; (b) bipole completes inwardly; (c) bipole do not complete 
outwardly; (d) orientational competition; (e) synaptic habituation.  
 
These three mechanisms work together as follows: When the visual system is 
presented with approximately balanced but conflicting inputs, as during binocular rivalry, 
a winning boundary is selected through cooperative bipole grouping and orientational 
competition. If two or more V2 boundary cells, or cell populations, are activated that are 
a 
b
d 
e 
c 
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collinear in space and favor the same orientation, the bipole property helps them to 
complete the boundary between them, thereby activating other cells between them that 
are tuned to the same orientation. This boundary completion property explains how 
partial dominance of units with the same orientation tuning can lead to a total dominance 
of that orientation (Ngo et al., 2000).  
Given that positive feedback helps to select the winning orientation, why does not 
the winning orientation persist forever due to hysteresis? In particular, when the 
vertically oriented signals are dominant, the bipole property insures the self-enhancement 
of vertical orientation signals and orientational competition might never let the other 
orientation takes over. The third property of the model, synaptic habituation or 
depression, overcomes this problem: The chosen grouping weakens its active pathways 
through transmitter habituation in an activity-dependent way, thereby allowing a 
previously inhibited grouping to become activated, and leading to a rivalrous percept. 
Habituation can lead to rivalry because the habituative transmitters are incorporated 
within recurrent, or feedback, inhibitory interactions between the bipole cells that form 
the oriented boundary groupings (see Figures 1d and 1e). 
In summary, rivalry percepts arise from the laws for perceptual grouping. Figure 
2a embeds these mechanisms within a larger laminar cortical model of how the brain 
forms perceptual groupings during normal 3D vision. The three grouping mechanisms 
that are sufficient to drive parametric properties of rivalry occur within layer 2/3 of model 
area V2. These mechanisms have also been used to explain other phenomena about 
perceptual bistability, notably bistable 3D percepts of a Necker cube (Grossberg and 
Swaminathan, 2004). Although these mechanisms are sufficient to explain how rivalry is 
initiated and maintained through time by perceptual grouping mechanisms, they cannot 
by themselves explain the percepts that are consciously seen during rivalry, just as they 
were not sufficient to explain conscious percepts of a Necker cube. This observation 
helps to clarify why neuronal activations in several different brain areas correlate with 
rivalry percepts.  
 
Rivalry Influences Multiple Brain Regions: Amodal Boundaries and Visible Surfaces 
Why cannot the perceptual groupings that drive rivalry oscillations completely explain 
rivalry percepts? This is so because perceptual groupings, or boundaries, are predicted to 
be amodal, or invisible, within the visual cortical processing stream within which they 
form, from LGN-to-(V1 interblobs)-to-(V2 pale stripes)-to-V4. Thus visible properties of 
rivalry percepts are not formed within the boundary stream that controls rivalry 
oscillations. A parallel cortical processing stream, from LGN-to-(V1 blobs)-to-(V2 thin 
stripes)-to-V4, interacts with the boundary stream to generate visible percepts of 
surfaces. Visible rivalry percepts are predicted to be consciously seen in the surface 
perception stream. Figure 2b shows a block diagram of 3D LAMINART processing 
stages that includes both boundary and surface processes. Grossberg (2003) reviews 
psychophysical, neurophysiological, and anatomical data that support these processes. 
The following properties are needed to understand why both amodal boundaries and 
visible surfaces need to be computed.  
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Figure 2b 
 
 
Figure 2. In layer 2/3 of model V2, at each location, the orthogonally tuned complex 
cells compete. This orientational competition within space is gated by habituative 
synapses. A sustained strong inhibition of one orientation against orthogonal orientation 
within space, exhaust the synaptic inhibition. A weak inhibition of one orientation let the 
inhibitory synapse recovers back to its full strength. This synaptic dynamics, though 
independently exist in the model and could explain visual persistence and after effects 
(Francis and Grossberg, 1996; Francis, Grossberg and Mingolla, 1994) and prevent visual 
smearing, yet can also replicate the exact time dynamics of binocular rivalry reported by 
Mueller and Blake (1989). Instead of a stable state, this synaptic dynamics generates a 
right oscillatory behavior in diplopic situation, though it was not initially designed for 
oscillation.     
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Figure 3. (a) Opposite contrast Kanizsa square; (b) Same contrast Kanizsa square; (c) 
Pooling of opposite contrast along the square borders; (d) Visible and recognizable 
subjective square. 
 
 
Boundaries and surfaces are formed using complementary computational rules. Their 
streams interact to overcome their complementary deficiencies. Figures 3a and 3b 
illustrate these complementary properties using illusory contour percepts of Kanizsa 
b 
d 
a 
c 
BOUNDARY COMPLETION 
 
oriented 
inward 
insensitive to contrast polarity 
SURFACE FILLING-IN 
 
unoriented 
outward 
sensitive to contrast polarity 
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squares. In these percepts, boundaries are recognized that form inwardly between 
cooperating pairs of incomplete disk (pac man) inducers to form the square’s sides. These 
boundaries are oriented collinearly between like-oriented inducers.  
The square boundary in Figure 3b can be both seen and recognized because of the 
enhanced illusory brightness of the Kanizsa square. The square boundary in Figure 3a can 
be recognized even though it cannot be seen; that is, there is no brightness or color 
difference on either side of the boundary. Figure 3b shows that some boundaries can be 
recognized even though they are invisible. LAMINART predicts that all boundaries are 
amodal, or invisible, within the boundary stream.  
       The boundary in Figure 3a is invisible because its vertical boundaries form between 
black and white inducers that possess opposite contrast polarity on the gray background. 
The same is true of the boundary around the gray square in Figure 3c. Figure 3c 
illustrates how, by pooling signals from opposite contrast polarities at each position, the 
brain can build a boundary around the entire square, even when it lies in front of a 
textured background whose contrasts reverse as the square’s bounding edge is traversed. 
Pooling of opposite polarities to form the square boundary renders the boundary system 
output insensitive to contrast polarity. The boundary system thus cannot represent visible 
colors or brightnesses, since its output cannot signal the difference between dark/light vs. 
light/dark. In summary, “all boundaries are invisible” to enable the visual cortex to build 
boundaries around objects as a key step in object recognition. 
 If boundaries are invisible, then how do we see anything? The 3D LAMINART 
model, and its BCS/FCS and FACADE model precursors (Grossberg, 1984, 1994; 
Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985), predicts that visible properties of a scene are represented 
by the surface processing stream. A key step in representing a visible surface is called 
filling-in. Why does a surface filling-in process occur? An early stage of surface 
processing compensates for variable illumination, or “discounts the illuminant,” in order 
to prevent fluctuating illuminant variations from distorting all percepts. Discounting the 
illuminant attenuates color and brightness signals except near regions of sufficiently rapid 
surface change, such as edges or texture gradients, which are relatively uncontaminated 
by illuminant variations. Later stages of surface formation fill in the attenuated regions 
with these relatively uncontaminated color and brightness signals, and do so at the correct 
relative depths from the observer through a process called surface capture.  
 Figure 3d shows an example of surface filling-in that is called neon color 
spreading (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985; Van Tuijl, 1975). Filling-in spreads outwardly 
from the individual blue inducers in all directions. Its spread is thus unoriented. The 3D 
LAMINART model predicts that signals from the boundary stream to the surface stream 
define the regions within which filling-in is restricted. Without these boundary signals, 
filling-in would dissipate across space, and no visible surface percept could form. 
Invisible boundaries hereby indirectly assure their own visibility through their 
interactions with the surface stream. Filling-in can lead to visible percepts because it is 
sensitive to contrast polarity. These complementary properties of boundary completion 
and surface filling-in are summarized at the bottom of Figure 3. 
 During binocular rivalry, the dominant boundaries support conscious visibility 
only of those surfaces that are consistent with them. Grossberg (1987, 1994) predicted 
cortical mechanisms whereby such boundary-selective surface capture can generate 3D 
percepts. Grossberg and Yazdanbakhsh (2005) and Kelly and Grossberg (2000) simulated 
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several kinds of 3D percepts that depend upon such depth-selective boundary-mediated 
surface capture, notably figure-ground, transparency, and 3D neon percepts. This fact is 
one of the main reasons why multiple levels of visual cortex participate in generating 
conscious percepts of binocular rivalry: Although key steps in rivalry induction may 
occur in the boundary processes within V2 pale stripes, they can propagate to the surface 
processes in V2 thin stripes, to later boundary and surface processes in V4 that are 
predicted to generate consciously visible 3D percepts, and to cortical areas beyond V4 
where such percepts are recognized. During all of these processes, reciprocal top-down 
processes are needed to focus attention, stabilize learning, and to generate the consciously 
seen 3D percepts. Such a linkage between attention, learning, and consciousness was 
predicted in Grossberg (1976, 1978, 1980) and has received a considerable amount of 
behavioral and experimental support. See reviews of relevant data in Engel, Fries, and 
Singer (2001), Fries, Reynolds, Rorie, and Desimone (2001), Grossberg (2003), and 
Pollen (1999). These top-down processes also include feedback from areas like V2 to 
earlier cortical areas like V1  
 Experiments have reported data that show how multiple brain areas may oscillate 
with rivalry percepts. For example, using fMRI techniques, Polonsky et al. (2000) and 
Lee and Blake (2002) showed that modulated activity of V1 is related to the perceptual 
switch. Such data are consistent with the models of Blake (1989), Mueller (1990), and 
Lumer (1998), which assume that monocular competition causes rivalry, and therefore 
that the generative rivalry circuit may be in V1. However, by recording from single 
neurons in V1, V2, and V4, while using an orthogonal grating stimulus, Leopold and 
Logothetis (1996) found many cells, particularly in V4, that have activity modulations 
related to the perceptual switch. Logothetis (1998) reported that such cells are almost 
exclusively binocular and their proportion increases in the higher processing stages of the 
visual system.  
The early data of Diaz-Caneja (1928) also showed that rivalry may not just follow 
competition between the two eye views. Rather, it can also follow cross-ocular groupings 
that are induced between the two eyes, and thereby implicate perceptual grouping in the 
rivalry process. This observation also does not reject monocular channel competition, but 
it does implicate higher-level competition as well. Indeed, some psychophysics 
experiments report mixed phase responses (Mueller and Blake, 1989) that look like 
alternating patches of each eye view, which supports eye-related competition, or rivalry 
between monocular channels. Polonsky et al. (2000) used different contrasts as ocularity 
tags, and found that fMRI responses of later visual areas, such as V2, V3, V3A, and V4, 
fluctuate strongly between higher and lower contrasts, but that V1 activity also fluctuates 
between higher and lower contrasts.  
None of these data about stronger correlations with rivalry at higher cortical areas 
is inconsistent with V1 having BOLD modulated activity corresponding to the perceptual 
switch (Lee and Blake, 2002). As Figure 2a illustrates, top-down signals from the 
grouping dynamics in V2 to V1 can explain this result in the same way that they have 
explained how V2 groupings influence other V1 receptive field properties (Grossberg, 
2003; Grossberg and Swaminathan, 2004). 
The 3D LAMINART model clarifies these results by showing how the three 
grouping mechanisms of bipole grouping, orientational competition, and synaptic 
habituation can interact together to generate emergent properties that quantitatively 
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simulate the temporal dynamics of several key rivalry experiments, while the total model 
system in Figure 2 clarifies how multiple areas work together to generate the consciously 
visible percepts that are seen during binocular rivalry.  
 
Quantitative Data Simulations 
Contrast-Duration Properties. The grouping dynamics of layer 2/3 of V2 in the model 
quantitatively simulate the data of Mueller and Blake (1989); see Table 2. In these 
experiments, the stimuli to the two eyes are orthogonal sinusoidal gratings. While the 
suppression and dominance phase duration is registered, the contrast of the test eye is 
manipulated in three different ways, corresponding to three paradigms: Continuous 
Contrast (CC), Synchronized Dominance (SD), and Synchronized Suppression (SS). 
 
Table 2.  Data and model simulations of Mueller and Blake (1989). 
 
 
 In the CC paradigm, an increase or decrease in image contrast is independent of 
the suppression or dominance phase and is constant during the suppression and 
dominance phase. In the SD paradigm, the increased contrast is synchronized with the 
dominance phase of the test eye, and in the SS paradigm with the suppression phase.  
Table 2 shows the slopes of linear regression fits to the duration-contrast data in the CC, 
SD, and SS paradigms. Because the model V2 layer 2/3 is binocular, the ocularity tag for 
the each stimulus is orientation. Therefore, changing the contrast of the test eye stimulus 
is accomplished by changing the contrast of one of the orientations (test orientation) and 
leaving the orthogonal orientation contrast constant. Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c, respectively, 
show the dominance and suppression durations, versus test orientation contrast, that 
resulted from stimulating the model V2 layer 2/3 with CC, SS, and SD stimuli.  The x-
axis of each curve plots the contrast of the test orientation to all V2 layer 2/3 model cells, 
and the y-axis shows the duration of dominance or suppression that is caused. Error bars 
reflect the standard deviation of dominance or suppression durations at each contrast. The 
simulations, like the data, show variability in durations at each contrast. Linear regression 
slopes were compared with the slopes in the data. By dividing the slope value of CC 
Dominant phase in the data over the simulation value, we calculated a scaling factor to 
compare simulation and data slopes. This scaling factor was multiplied by all simulation 
slope values. The data and scaled simulation values are shown in Table 2. Simulations fit 
the data well. Due to the nonlinear nature of the data, however, the values best convey the  
Contrast change 
Paradigm 
Phase Duration/Contrast 
Slope (Simulation) 
Duration/Contrast 
Slope (Psychophysics)
 Dominant    0.92    0.86  
SD  Suppression    0.24    0.20 
 Dominant – 0.03 – 0.06  
SS  Suppression – 0.70 – 0.73 
 Dominant    0.30    0.28  
CC  Suppression – 0.74 – 0.77 
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Figure 4. (a) Simulated time dynamics of CC paradigm: The simulation slope of the 
duration versus contrast is the same as Mueller and Blake (1989) results; see Table 2. The 
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error bars shows the variability of duration at each contrast, which is consistent with the 
real experiment. The source of this variability in the simulation is a very small uniform 
random quantity in the habituative terms, which is a minimal biologically plausible 
assumption. (b) Simulation result for the SS paradigm. The linear regression slopes have 
the same sign and quantity as that of Mueller and Blake (1989); see Table 2. (c) 
Simulation result for SD paradigm. 
 
 
sign and ordinal relations, rather than exact numerical values. Mueller and Blake (1989) 
also emphasized data variability. 
In the CC paradigm, when test orientation contrast increases, the inputs to 
corresponding V2 bipole cells increase too. As a result, the dominance duration of the test 
orientation increases with contrast while its suppression duration decreases, as shown in 
Figure 4a. In the SS paradigm, the change of test orientation contrast is synchronized 
with the suppression phase, and the contrast returns to a fixed constant level for all 
dominance phases. Therefore, the suppression duration decreases with contrast but the 
dominance duration has little changed, as shown in Figure 4b. The SD paradigm can be 
similarly explained.  In summary, the main effects of contrast change in all the CC, SS, 
and SD paradigms can be explained as emergent properties of the perceptual grouping 
mechanisms of bipole grouping, orientational competition, and synaptic habituation 
acting together. 
The variability of durations for each test contrast, which is quantitatively reflected 
in the error bars of both data and simulations, was experimentally described by Levelt 
(1967). 
 
Figure 5. Simulation result for the duration distribution at one contrast. As Levelt (1967) 
stated, the dominant phase distribution is similar to gamma distribution. Our simulation 
shows the same.  
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Gamma Distribution of Dominant Phase Durations. Levelt (1967) showed that 
the durations of the dominant phase, with constant contrasts, obey a gamma distribution. 
The variability in Figure 4 at each contrast arose from introducing neuronal noise into the 
system: a small random value, taken uniformly from the interval (-0.15, 0.35), was added 
to the right side of the habituation equation during each integration step. Intuitively, the 
sum of such small independent random values typically obeys a normal distribution. 
Because the duration cannot be less than zero, a Gamma distribution obtains instead. The 
bipole cooperative synapses and orientational competition synapses have independent 
equations and thus habituate independently. This random process, which could be 
implemented in other ways as well, was used to simulate both the contrast-duration fits in 
Table 2 and the gamma distribution for dominance phase in Figure 5. To compute Figure 
5, each duration was added to its corresponding bin in the histogram. The registered 
contrast in the x-axis of the above graph can be shifted to the left or right based on the 
selected contrast of the test stimulus. However, the gamma distribution pattern remains 
the same. 
Mixed Phase Coherence. Binocular rivalry is not always a complete left eye, right 
eye, or coherent-across-eye percept. Mixed phase percepts also occur (Blake, O’Shea, 
and Mueller, 1992; Mueller and Blake, 1989; Ngo et al., 2000). Collinear groupings due 
to bipole cooperation range from a length less than the bipole excitatory kernel size to a 
full field grouping when bipoles recurrently cooperate across space. Figure 6a illustrates 
patch formation and Figure 6b illustrates how it can be resolved through time as 
horizontal groupings win over vertical groupings through orientational competition. This 
mechanism is consistent with data showing interocular grouping in rivalry Diaz-Caneja, 
1928; Kovács, Papthomas, Yang, and Feher, 1996; Wade, 1973), since grouping within 
model layer 2/3 of V2 is sensitive to inputs from both eyes (Figure 2). 
 
  
 
Figure 6. Two snapshot of simulation states during dichoptic presentation. (a) The 
transitional phase in which the network passes though a mixed or piecemeal phase. The 
central patch is dominated by vertical grouping and the periphery by the horizontal 
grouping. Finally the network evolves into a uniform horizontal grouping (b). 
 
 
Coexistence of Stimulus Rivalry and Eye Rivalry. This section summarizes model 
simulations of the Flicker and Swap stimulus rivalry data of Logothetis et al (1996), as 
a b 
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well as the eye rivalry data of Lee and Blake (1999). Logothetis et al (1996) showed that 
18 Hz on-off flicker of orthogonal monocular gratings, coupled with swapping between 
the eyes at 1.5 Hz (333 ms per swap), does not change the smooth and slow rivalry 
alternations with dominance durations of about 2.35 seconds, which span approximately 
7 swaps. These data challenge the monocular channel hypothesis. Lee and Blake (1999) 
found that this result holds only when stimulus contrast is low and swapping is slow. 
Otherwise, eye rivalry dominates during which rapid rivalry alternations occur.  
Model simulations give the same results as these experimental data. As in the 
experiment of Logothetis et al (1996), the model was simulated with orthogonal 
monocular gratings that were flickered on and off at 18 Hz. Figure 7 shows the 
simulation results for non-reversal trials, in which the orientations of stimuli remained 
unchanged in each eye throughout the trial. Figure 8 shows the result for reversal trials, in 
which the flickering gratings were exchanged between the two eyes every 333 ms. The 
simulations show that the model exhibits the same dynamics as the experiment data of 
Logothetis et al (1996). The dominance duration is almost the same in both conditions, at 
about 2.3s and spanning about seven swaps. In the next simulation, as in the experiment 
of Lee and Blake (1999), we doubled the stimulus contrast with a slower swapping rate. 
The simulation result is shown in Figure 9. Here, rapid eye rivalry alternations occur, 
rather than the slow, irregular changes that are characteristic of stimulus rivalry. 
 How does the 3D LAMINART model (Figure 2) generate these results? The 
model includes both monocular cells within layers 6-to-4 of V1 and binocular grouping 
cells within V2. The V2 binocular grouping cells in layer 2/3 receive inputs from V2 
layer 4 cells which sum all monocular and binocular inputs from V1. The bottom-up 
monocular pathways in layers 6-to-4 of V1 can also be modulated by feedback from 
binocular groupings in V2 layer 2/3 that reach V1 layer 6 and then propagate up to V1 
layer 4. Both intraocular orientational competition within V1 monocular channels and 
interocular competition between V1 monocular channels occur, where eye rivalry can be 
originated.  
The coexistence of stimulus rivalry and eye rivalry may be intuitively explained 
as follows. When a vertical grating in the left eye wins, its excitatory habituative 
transmitter gate will deplete, while the excitatory habituative transmitter gate of the 
losing horizontal grating accumulates. Slow swapping allows the habituative transmitter 
depletion and accumulation processes to progress sufficiently. When, for example, a 
swap from a vertical grating to a horizontal grating in the left eye occurs, then the 
horizontal grating can win quickly because of its accumulated habituative transmitter 
value. A high contrast can greatly enhance this process, as occurs during rapid “eye 
rivalry”. On the other hand, when a swap is too fast, the habituative transmitters cannot 
deplete and accumulate sufficiently, so that the swap cannot make the opposite grating 
win. As a result, it looks like the swap never happened. This generates the slow “stimulus 
rivalry” case. A low contrast will help the slow “stimulus rivalry” process by further 
slowing the rate of transmitter depletion and accumulation.  
These simple ideas clarify how both stimulus rivalry and eye rivalry can both 
occur in the model in Figure 2. It is, however, too complicated to simulate this complete 
multilayer network with feedback. In order to make the simulations more manageable, we 
have instead simulated a lumped model which includes the rate-limiting processes that 
drive these percepts. Appendix B provides mathematical details. 
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Figure 7. The model was simulated with orthogonal monocular gratings that were flicked on and 
off at 18 Hz. Figure 7 shows the simulation result for non-reversal trials, in which the orientations 
of stimuli remained unchanged in each eye throughout the trial. Green represents neural response 
to vertical gratings, and blue represents response to horizontal gratings. a) Binocular cell 
activities; b) Left monocular cell activities; c) Right monocular cell activities. 
a Binocular Activity 
b Left Eye Activity 
c Right Eye Activity 
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Figure 8. Simulation result for reversal trials, in which the flicking gratings were 
exchanged between the two eyes every 333 ms. The result is the same as the experiment 
data of Logothetis et al (1996). a) Binocular cell activities; b) Left monocular cell 
activities; c) Right monocular cell activities. 
b Left Eye Activity 
c Right Eye Activity 
a Binocular Activity 
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Figure 9. Simulation result for reversal trials with stimulus contrast (10) twice as high as 
that in Figure 8 and slow swapping (swapping at every 500ms). The result is consistent 
with Lee and Blake (1999) experimental data. a) Binocular cell activities; b) Left 
monocular cell activities; c) Right monocular cell activities. 
b Left Eye Activity 
c Right Eye Activity 
a Binocular Activity 
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The model explanation of how stimulus rivalry and eye rivalry can coexist is 
consistent with data showing that, for stimuli rapidly swapped between the eyes, rivalry 
shifts gradually from eye rivalry to stimulus, or pattern, rivalry when pattern coherence, 
as reflected by properties such as texture uniformity and contour smoothness, is increased 
(Bonneh and Sagi, 1999; Bonneh, Sagi, and Karni, 2001). More generally, such data 
support the prediction that perceptual grouping plays a key role in binocular rivalry, just 
as it does in simulating many data about normal 3D vision within the 3D LAMINART 
model and its precursors (Cao and Grossberg, 2005; Grossberg, 1987, 1994; Grossberg 
and McLoughlin, 1997; Grossberg and Swaminathan, 2004; Grossberg and Yazdanbaksh, 
2005). 
 
Qualitative Explanations of Other Binocular Rivalry Data 
This section summarizes how the 3D LAMINART model can qualitatively explain other 
types of data about binocular rivalry. 
Modulation of primary visual cortex activity with binocular rivalry. Why does 
neuronal activity in human primary visual cortex correlate with perception during 
binocular rivalry (Polonsky et al., 2000), and is ~ 55%  as large as that evoked by 
alternately presenting two monocular images without rivalry? As shown in Figure 2a, a 
winning grouping in layer 2/3 of V2 propagates to V2 layer 6, and then to V1 layer 6, 
where it modulates the excitatory activity of V1 layer 4, while inhibiting the activity of 
nearby V1 cells that are not supported by the perceived orientation. Modulating matched 
inputs while strongly inhibiting mismatched inputs clarifies why activity modulation in 
the rivalry condition is ~55% as large as the responses that are evoked by alternately 
presenting the two monocular images without rivalry, since alternating presentation 
eliminates the inhibitory off-surround suppression.  
Effects of object attention on switching between superimposed transparent 
surfaces.  Mitchell et al. (2004) cued attention to one of two superimposed transparent 
surfaces and then deleted the image of one surface from each eye, resulting in rivalry in 
which the cued surface dominated. Grossberg and Yazdanbakhsh (2005) used the 3D 
LAMINART model to simulate key data about 3D percepts of transparent surfaces, 
including percepts of bistable transparency. They also simulated how top-down attention 
can bias which surface will be seen as the nearer figure, and drive the percept of the other 
surface to the further background. Grossberg and Yazdanbakhsh did not, however, 
include habituative transmitters to make these bistable percepts spontaneously oscillate. 
Instead, they showed how attention shifts could determine which surface dominates. The 
additional of synaptic habituation, along with the already simulated main effect of 
attention on transparency, can qualitatively explain the Mitchell et al. (2004) data.  
In particular, attentional feedback from higher cortical levels to the monocular 
surface representations in the V2 thin stripes (see Figure 2b) can strengthen the 
corresponding boundary grouping in the V2 pale stripes via surface-to-boundary signals, 
thereby strengthening the competitive advantage of this grouping during rivalry (Figure 
2a). The result of this rivalrous boundary competition is seen in the corresponding surface 
percept through boundary-to-surface signaling that supports the surface of the winning 
boundary in V2 via surface capture, and then propagates this result to the visible 
binocular surface percept in V4 (Figure 2b). 
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Monocular Rivalry. Monocular rivalry occurs when a grid that is presented to one 
eye breaks down into individual oriented components that compete for visibility in a 
manner that shares some properties of what happens during binocular rivalry (Breese, 
1899; Campbell and Howell, 1972; Maier, Logothetis, and Leopold, 2005; Sindermann 
and Lueddeke, 1972). The properties of monocular rivalry, when compared with those of 
binocular rivalry, provide further support for the model circuits in Figure 2, notably for: 
the role of boundary completion during perceptual grouping, the prediction that all 
boundaries are invisible, and the manner in which percepts are rendered visible due to 
boundary-mediated capture and filling-in of surface lightness and color. 
In particular, both monocular rivalry and binocular rivalry show monotonically 
increasing functions with the orientational difference in the rivalrous patterns (Campbell 
et al., 1973; O’Shea, 1998; Wade, 1975). This result is consistent with the idea that 
orientational competition influences both types of rivalry. Orientational competition, with 
maximal strength at orthogonal orientations, is an important property of perceptual 
grouping. Orientational competition can occur at several stages of the perceptual 
grouping process to carry out several functional roles. For example, it can prevent 
lightness and color from flowing out of line ends and other object contour locations that 
undergo an abrupt change of orientation, and it can help to select the grouping whose 
orientation has the most perceptual evidence (Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg and Mingolla, 
1985).  
Monocular and binocular rivalry also differ in various ways. For example, the rate 
of monocular rivalry is less than that for binocular rivalry at essentially every 
orientational difference. Binocular rivalry is typically also much crisper and easier to 
report than monocular rivalry. Various authors have attributed these properties to the 
contribution of a “cooperative process that produces global activity 
fluctuations…coherent stimuli initiate global transitions, which may involve large 
cortical networks across both hemispheres”  (Bonneh, Sagi, and Karni, 2001, p. 987). Our 
model identifies a key organizer of this global process with the perceptual grouping 
circuitry in layer 2/3 of the pale stripes of cortical area V2.  
In addition, the binocular rivalry rate is much greater between near-horizontal 
stimuli than between near-vertical stimuli, and this difference disappears at large 
orientation differences. In contrast, there is no such pattern of results for monocular 
rivalry. O’Shea (1998) proposed the following explanation of this difference in the results 
for monocular and binocular rivalry: Near-vertical gratings presented to opposite eyes 
engage stereopsis, and a single grating is seen tilted in depth (Wheatstone, 1838/1952). 
Stereopsis appears to inhibit binocular rivalry (Blake and Boothroyd, 1985). These 
observations are consistent with FACADE and 3D LAMINART mechanisms for how 
binocularly fused 3D perceptual grouping and perception occurs. In particular, these 
models clarify how binocular fusion can free the left and right eye images from the 
competitive interactions that could otherwise induce rivalry. The main thing to 
understand is how interactions between cooperative and competitive interactions help 
both to select the perceptual groupings that support normal, non-rivalrous percepts, and 
also to generate rivalrous percepts. How binocular fusion may prevent competition from 
inducing rivalry is discussed in Grossberg (1987, p. 122, see Figure 6; 1994, p. 103, see 
Figure 41).  
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A compelling example of how perceptual grouping contributes to monocular 
rivalry was described by Maier, Logothetis, and Leopold (2005). They constructed 
stimuli in which a central portion contains a non-rivalrous pattern (e.g., vertical bars) but 
the surrounding image contains a rivalrous pattern (e.g., a grating of horizontal and 
vertical bars). Were rivalry just a matter of local competition, then as one or another 
orientation won in the periphery, the central vertical bars should persist in their visibility. 
Instead, the central region became perceptually invisible when the horizontal bars won in 
the periphery. This percept can be explained by the following properties:  
When the horizontal bars win, they can collinearly group across the central 
region. This hypothesis is consistent with the fact that suppression of the vertical bars 
was contingent upon there being strict continuity in the pattern between the unambiguous 
window and the surrounding rivalrous regions. The completed horizontal boundaries can 
inhibit the vertical boundaries in the central region via orientational competition. When 
the vertical boundaries are inhibited, they can no longer capture the vertically oriented 
lightness or color signals whose surface filling-in is the basis for consciously seeing the 
vertical bars. Hence, the vertical bars disappear. The horizontal boundaries are not seen 
because they are invisible, or amodal. They can only become visible if they are 
positionally and orientationally aligned with lightness or color inducers, whose surface 
filling-in they would then trigger to generate a visible surface percept. However, when 
the winning boundaries are horizontal within the central region, they are not aligned with 
the lightness or color inducers of the vertical bars in the image. Hence the completed 
horizontal boundaries are not seen in the central region. This explanation follows that in 
Grossberg (1987, 1994) of how rivalry occurs through selection of winning oriented 
boundary groupings through positional or orientational competition. The winning 
groupings can then capture positionally and orientationally consistent lightnesses and 
colors to generate a consciously visible surface percept.  
Maier, Logothetis, and Leopold (2005) discussed these intriguing results in terms 
of  “the brain’s global interpretive assumptions regarding the composition of the 
stimulus” (p. 668). We would argue instead that they may be explained by basic 
properties of boundary completion and depth-selective surface capture, leading to 
selective filling-in of visible surface percepts. No “global interpretive assumptions” are 
needed to explain the basic percept. Maier, Logothetis, and Leopold (2005) also 
remarked that suppression of the vertical bars “generally was not accompanied by 
completion phenomena, such as a ‘filling-in’ of the horizontal bars, although faint 
illusory horizontal lines were reported by some subjects” (pp. 670-671). We would argue 
instead that boundaries are typically invisible, or amodal. A visible filled-in surface 
percept occurs only when boundary and surface inducers are positionally and 
orientationally consistent. The fact that sometimes a faint horizontal boundary could be 
seen indicates that boundary completion did occur, but that conditions for visible surface 
filling-in were poor, as occurs whenever boundary and surface inducers are not aligned 
during rivalry. 
Maier, Logothetis, and Leopold (2005) also carried out a number of other 
ingenious manipulations. Each of these manipulations probes the brain’s circuitry for 3D 
vision and figure-ground perception in a different way. An explanation of these effects 
will be provided in a subsequent study. 
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Discussion 
The 3D LAMINART model predicts that rivalry is driven by three interacting properties 
of binocular perceptual grouping circuits in layer 2/3 of V2: bipole grouping, 
orientational competition, and habituative or depressing synapses. The full model 
clarifies rivalry properties in many brain regions as manifestations of how the brain 
generates 3D boundary and surface percepts using intracortical and interstream feedback 
processes, and attends to salient visual information using top-down intercortical feedback 
processes. The model hereby quantitatively explains and simulates a wide range of data 
about binocular rivalry (Lee and Blake, 1999; Levelt, 1967; Logothetis at al., 1996; 
Muller and Blake, 1989; Ngo et al., 2000; Polonsky et al., 2000), and qualitatively 
explains a much larger data base about monocular and binocular rivalry, using a cortical 
model of 3D vision that was developed to explain data about non-rivalrous perception. 
The result is a functional and mechanistic explanation of how rivalry phenomena arise 
from basic cortical mechanisms of non-rivalrous 3D vision. 
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Appendix A. Binocular Grouping Equations 
Binocular Cell Activities (V2). Binocular cell activity, ijkx , at position (i,j) and 
orientation k in layer 2/3 of model area V2 is defined by the following membrane, or 
shunting, equation:  
( )( )
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   (1) 
where the excitatory input ( )++ +−++ ][][ 21 ijkIijkijkijkijk xHHIH  is gated by +ijkh , the 
excitatory habituative transmitter gate, which is defined in (8). The excitatory and 
inhibitory gain parameters 07.0=γ and 1.1=η .  
The excitatory input describes the effects of bottom-up inputs ijkI  and the long-
range horizontal connections Iijkijkijk HHH −+ 21  that support perceptual grouping. The 
bottom-up oriented input ijkI  comes from lower cortical layers. It is an increasing 
function of contrast, but usually nonlinear. In the simulations, horizontal (k=1) and 
vertical orientations (k=2) are used. The horizontal bottom-up input 1ijI  is fixed as a 
constant (15), while the vertical bottom-up input 2ijI varies (from 15.5 to 17.5). 
 
Long-Range Excitatory Connections. Terms 1ijkH and 
2
ijkH  describe excitatory inputs 
from long-range connections, as part of the bipole grouping process: 
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where pqijkuW  are the long-range connection weights from cells at position (p,q) and 
orientation k on either side (u = 1 or u = 2) to the target cell at position (i,j) and 
orientation k.  The weights for horizontal orientation are defined by: 
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where )(wsign  equals +1 if 0≥w  and 0 if 0<w , and parameters pσ and qσ equal 6 and 
0.3, respectively. The weights for vertical orientation are obtained by rotating 90 degree 
from ones for horizontal orientation. 
 
Short-Range Inhibitory Interneurons. Term IijkH  in (1) is the inhibitory input from di-
synaptic inhibitory interneurons. The interactions between the excitatory long-range 
inputs and the di-synaptic inhibitory inputs define the bipole property that controls 
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perceptual grouping. Term IijkH  is defined by summing inputs from the left and right 
inhibitory interneurons at each position and orientation: 
)][]([ 21
++ += ijkijkIijk ssH β ,        (5) 
whereβ  is a constant (0.2), and 1ijks and 2ijks  are the left and right inhibitory interneuron 
activities, described by: 
( )
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,     (6) 
where δ  is a constant (3). 
The inhibitory input term ijkO  in (1) is due to orientational competition within a 
spatial region, described by: 
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where −ijkh is the inhibitory habituative transmitters associated with the cell, and 
parameters pσ and qσ both equal 5.  
 
Habituative Transmitter Gates. Excitatory ( +ijkh ) and inhibitory (
−
ijkh ) habituative 
transmitters are defined by: 
)(][)1( tsxhBhh
dt
d
ijkijkhijkijk +−−= +++++ ,      (8) 
and 
)(][)1( tsOhBhh
dt
d
ijkijkhijkijk +−−= +−−−− .     (9) 
These processes describe transmitter accumulation to a constant maximum of 1 via the 
terms (1-h) and gated habituation, inactivation, or depression by the +][xh  or +][Oh  
terms. Constants +hB and 
−
hB equal 10 and 8 respectively, and s(t) is a uniformly distributed 
random number within the interval (-0.15, 0.35) which incorporates cellular noise into the 
network in a simple way.  
 
Appendix B. Lumped Model Equations 
As summarized in Figure 2, the 3D LAMINART model includes both monocular cells 
within layers 6-to-4 of V1 and binocular grouping cells within V2. The V2 binocular 
grouping cells in layer 2/3 receive inputs from V2 layer 4 cells which sum all monocular 
and binocular inputs from V1. The bottom-up monocular pathways in layers 6-to-4 of V1 
can also be modulated by feedback from binocular groupings in V2 layer 2/3 that reach 
V1 layer 6 and then propagate up to V1 layer 4. There is intraocular orientational 
competition within V1 monocular channels and interocular competition between V1 
monocular channels, where eye rivalry can occur. Due to the complexity of the complete 
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model, lumped variables were simulated. The lumped variables Lix , 
R
ix , and 
B
ix  represent 
cell activities of the ith left monocular channel in V1, the ith right monocular channel in 
V1, and the ith binocular channel in V2, respectively,  where i = 1, 2 denote two 
orthogonal orientations. 
 
Monocular Cell Activities (V1) 
[ ] [ ] LjLiBiLiLiLiLiLiLi OxxxIhxxxdtd )1())(()1( , +−++−+−= +++ μγτ ,   (10) 
[ ] [ ] RjRiBiRiRiRiRiRiRi OxxxIhxxxdtd )1())(()1( , +−++−+−= +++ μγτ ,   (11) 
where +,Lih  and 
+,R
ih  are habituative transmitters, 
L
iI  and 
R
iI  are contrast-sensitive inputs, 
B
ix  represents feedback from binocular cells, and 
L
iO  and 
R
iO  represent orientational 
inhibition from both interocular and intraocular cells: [ ] [ ]++ += LjRjLj xxO βα ,        (12) [ ] [ ]++ += RjLjRj xxO βα ,        (13) 
where i, j = 1,2  and ji ≠ . 
 
Binocular Cell Activities (V2) 
[ ] BjBiBiBiBiBiBiBi OxxIhxxxdtd )1())(()1( , +−+−+−= ++ γτ ,    (14) 
where +,Bih  is a habituative transmitter, 
B
iI  is a binocular input from V1 cell activities, 
the binocular input [ ] [ ] )( ++ += RiLiBi xxI δ ,        (15) 
and BiO  is orientational inhibition: [ ]+= BjBj xO η ,          (16) 
where 2,1, =ji  and ji ≠ . 
 
Habituative Transmitter Gates 
[ ]+++++ −−= LiLihLiLih xhBhhdtd ,,, )1(τ ,       (17) 
[ ]+++++ −−= RiRihRiRih xhBhhdtd ,,, )1(τ ,       (18) 
[ ]+++++ −−= BiBihBiBih xhBhhdtd ,,, )1(τ ,       (19) 
where 2,1=i . 
Parameters ,03.0=τ ,3=hτ ,6=α ,8=β ,10=η ,1=γ ,1.0=μ ,10=+hB  and 10=δ  in 
all equations. The lumped version activation equations (10), (11), and (14) have the term 
τ  = 0.03 on the left hand side. In contrast, the corresponding activation equation (1) in 
the un-lumped model has the rate 1. This difference may raise the concern why the rate of 
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activation should be scaled by 1/0.03 in the lumped model. A different rate τ h  also holds 
for the corresponding habituation equations (17) – (19) in the lumped model vs. equations 
(8) and (9) in the un-lumped model. These parameter differences compensate for the 
lumping of the distributed network formulation, without any conceptual change in the 
dynamics of the network. For example, the change in the activation parameterγ in the 
lumped version balances for lumping the summation ][ 21 Iijkijkijkijk HHIH −++  of 
perceptual grouping terms on the right-hand side of (1).  
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